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Mark Vazquez-Mackay, from Studio Vazquez-Mackay, volunteers to help residents at Carewest Rouleau Manor create a mural at 
the care centre, as a way to engage residents and bring them together on a joint project. After consulting with residents, Mark 
created a wildlife-focused, Alberta-centric mural with indigenous content, informed by resident Mike Wolfleg Senior and others.  
Residents then had the opportunity to add colour and complete the work of art together. From left to right are Mark, Mike, and 
residents Christina Taylor and George Robert Webber.      Photo by Samara Sinclair
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Sixty years  –     Carewest celebrates anniversary

Sixty years ago, Carewest 
opened its doors in service 
to the Calgary community 
and today, we are proud to 
be celebrating six decades of 
being leaders in exceptional 
care, supporting those who 
need us most. 

In 1961, Carewest began as 
the Calgary Auxiliary Hospital 
and Nursing Home District 
No. 7 and became Carewest in 
1986.

Today, Carewest is Calgary’s 
largest public, non-profit provider of continuing care services, 
including long-term care, subacute rehabilitation and recovery 
and community programs. 

We operate 18 programs and services from 14 locations in 
Calgary and Red Deer, aimed at supporting our clients to 
maintain their quality of life as they transition through their 
health care journey.

Our vision is to be leaders in exceptional care, supporting 
those who need us most. Our values are Caring, Relationships, 
Learning and Responsibility.

Over the years, we have achieved much, thanks in part to the 
compassion, dedication and commitment of our staff.

• COVID response: No health care operator was immune 
to spread of the COVID-19 virus but Carewest staff and 
leadership have done an incredible job in minimizing 
transmission and supporting residents, clients, families 
and each other during this difficult time. Example of this 
include the Operational Stress Injury Clinic Staff Wellness 
Support Program, the Home Alone Safety program for 
children of Carewest staff and the virtual Remembrance 
Day ceremony for residents at Carewest Colonel Belcher.

• Program development to meet community need: 
Carewest now operates 18 different programs and 
services that were developed to meet the unique and 
changing needs of the community. Since opening in 2006 
in partnership with Veterans Affairs Canada, the Carewest 
Operational Stress Injury Clinic has expanded in size and 
scope to serve clients in Calgary and in central Alberta 
and last year opened a satellite office in Red Deer. Also, 
new and notable are the Alternate Level of Care capacity 
at Carewest Sarcee and the Complex Mental Health Care 
capacity at Carewest Colonel Belcher. 
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Sixty years  –     Carewest celebrates anniversary
• Supportive Pathways: Carewest Supportive Pathways 

Program was accepted by Alberta Health & Wellness 
in 2004 as the standard for dementia care training 
and has since become the curriculum standard for 
the Personal Care Aide Training Programs across the 
province.

• Signal Pointe dementia design: The design of Carewest 
Signal Pointe specifically for residents with dementia 
was officially put into use in 2000 when the centre 
opened its doors.

• Staff satisfaction results: We are proud to showcase 
our Carewest Staff Experience Survey results, which 
consistently tell us that staff are proud to work for 
Carewest and would recommend Carewest to others 
as a good place to work.

We could not have come as far, accomplished as much 
or made an impact in the lives of so many without our 
dedicated staff.

I acknowledge we’re celebrating our 60th anniversary 
during a very challenging time. We may not be able to 
celebrate the way we are accustomed to. But this is the 
perfect time to also acknowledge the incredible efforts 
of staff during this pandemic in protecting the health and 
wellness of our residents and clients. 

I am confident that Carewest can continue to demonstrate 
immense value to our community and the health care 
system as a whole. 

Part of that demonstration of value lies in the caring and 
compassion inherent in Carewest staff. 

In my five years as Chief Operating Officer, I have 
witnessed many examples of staff going above and beyond 
for their residents and clients – because they care.

I appeal to those values when I ask all of our staff to please 
very seriously consider the consequences of your actions if 
you decide not to be immunized against COVID-19.

The COVID-19 vaccine has been proven safe and extremely 
effective at preventing infection. It’s been administered 
millions of times around the world with very few adverse 
effects. In fact, the risk of adverse effects from catching 
and spreading COVID-19 is far greater than the risk of 
side effects from the vaccine. Even though most of our 
residents have been vaccinated, some have not been able 
to receive the shot. 

Even on a unit where all residents are vaccinated, if a staff 
member happens to be infected with COVID-19, the entire 
unit is impacted – often with visitation restrictions, in-
room quarantine and other restrictions that greatly impact 
the life of our residents – sometimes for two weeks or 
more, until the outbreak declaration is lifted. Your actions 
will impact not only you but also your co-workers and the 
people we care for.

Because this is all easily preventable, please help us by 
making the choice to be vaccinated against COVID-19. Our 
best wishes to all for a safe and healthy year ahead.

March 22, 2020 marks a significant day. One year ago, 
on March 22, 2020, Carewest mobilized for the first time 
to respond to an outbreak of COVID-19, at Carewest 
Glenmore Park. We have learned a lot over the past year, 
about the virus, about each other and about what we can 
accomplish as a team.

During the first few months in my role as Carewest 
Board Chair, I was quickly impressed by the dedication, 
compassion, and resiliency of Carewest staff, as I observed 
everyone come together to support one another and to 
protect residents, clients, and each other.

In the months that followed, as COVID-19 spread 
throughout our communities, that professionalism and 
commitment never waned – even during the darkest and 
most difficult times. Throughout my time in the health 
sector, I’ve seen many glowing examples of excellent care 
and leadership. This pandemic has presented many unique 
challenges but has also brought out the very best in us.

Carewest staff and leadership have risen to that challenge 
and one year later, you are still demonstrating your 
commitment to your residents, clients, and each other.
When I look back over the last year, I find it difficult to 
completely express my heartfelt gratitude and appreciation 
for everything you have done and continue to do in caring 
for those who rely on Carewest for support.

COVID will not be with us forever. I say this, as vaccines 
have been rolled out to long-term care residents and staff 
and continue being rolled out across the province. While 
we must continue to be vigilant, there is light at the end 
of this tunnel. On behalf of the Carewest Board, thank you 
for being part of this journey, for the long hours you have 
worked, for continuing to smile, for your guidance and 
leadership and for remaining optimistic through this very 
challenging time.

With appreciation,
Shawna Syverson, Carewest Board Chair

Thanks to staff from Carewest Board
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Garrison Green authors complete trilogy
Samara Sinclair
Manager, Communications 
& Marketing
The trio of authors who created New 
Petrograd – the charming fictional 
Canadian village in British Columbia 
with a Russian history – have done 
it again and published the third and 
final book in their trilogy, called 
Changes In the Mist.

Heather Graham, Diana Van Geffen 
and Loretta Scutchings, residents at 
Carewest Garrison Green, began their 
journey as collaborative authors three 
years ago, when they wrote and self-
published Lighthouse In the Mist in 
2018. 

That was followed by Deep In the Mist 
in 2019.

Heather said Changes in the Mist will be the last in the 
series and the authors worked hard to tie up all loose ends.

“Right from the end of the first book, we knew we’d write 
a trilogy. We do not intend to write another book. We’re 
happy with our trilogy,” says Heather.

After three books, the authors have refined the process 
of writing, as Heather would do the first draft and then 
the others would pull it apart, tweak it and put it back 
together.

“I think we learned as we went along. We combined all our 
understanding on what we accomplished,” says Diana.

It would take the women about six months to collaborate 
on a rough draft, before it was submitted for various stages 
of editing, which would take another six months.

When asked to describe what it was like for three people 
to collaborate on one story, Diana laughed and recalled her 
mother asking the same question. The women taped one 
of their creative meetings for Diana’s mother, to show her 
what it was like.

“We went back and forth and it would sound like we 
were fighting but all of a sudden we’d burst out laughing 
because finally we were all in agreement and had resolved 
another scene. That was where we had so much fun,” says 
Heather.

“We laughed so much during this last book. This one was 
just fun and I enjoyed everything about it. We were loud 
and having a ball,” adds Diana.

The new book sees many changes come to the misty 
shores of New Petrograd, including an influx of new 
residents and tourists, a wedding reception and the 
opening of a living history museum, welcoming the public 
to experience the food, costumes and traditions of its 
residents.

With all that comes a new mystery – every shop in the 
village reports items missing — items that could mean the 
difference between success and financial failure.

The town’s resident security guard races to solve the 
whodunnit before the village’s reputation is shattered.

“It really is the young people who have taken over the 
village in our story. We have mystery and several romances 
in it. We carry the same theme but it still is set in modern 
times – in the 1980s. We brought it from a mystery from 
the past to a mystery that was very current,” says Heather.

“And people are coming and going all the time, so it 
broadens our suspect pool,” says Diana. “We all felt this 
last book is the best book yet.”

Changes In The Mist is available for order on Amazon for 
Kindle or on paperback.

Heather Graham, Diana Van Geffen and Loretta Scutchings, celebrate the launch 
of their third book – Changes in the Mist – at Carewest Garrison Green.

Photo courtesy Charlotte Jordan

https://www.amazon.ca/Changes-Mist-Fictional-Memoir-Petrograd-ebook/dp/B08P11SDLM/ref=pd_sim_1?pd_rd_w=MGcxg&pf_rd_p=26fcd55c-310c-45c6-bb35-050fdb5cb066&pf_rd_r=2BXJPZGP930EJ4D465DR&pd_rd_r=f20640e6-271d-4eaa-923e-709153ec7dfe&pd_rd_wg=GiBmV&pd_rd_i=B08P11SDLM&psc=1
https://www.amazon.ca/Changes-Mist-Fictional-Memoir-Petrograd-ebook/dp/B08P11SDLM/ref=pd_sim_1?pd_rd_w=MGcxg&pf_rd_p=26fcd55c-310c-45c6-bb35-050fdb5cb066&pf_rd_r=2BXJPZGP930EJ4D465DR&pd_rd_r=f20640e6-271d-4eaa-923e-709153ec7dfe&pd_rd_wg=GiBmV&pd_rd_i=B08P11SDLM&psc=1
https://www.amazon.ca/Lighthouse-Mist-fictional-memoir-Petrograd-ebook/dp/B07JND1M83/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=lighthouse+in+the+mist&qid=1617122146&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.ca/Deep-Mist-Fictional-Memoir-Petrograd-ebook/dp/B082WV7THH/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=in+the+mist+heather+graham&qid=1614797579&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.ca/Changes-Mist-Fictional-Memoir-Petrograd-ebook/dp/B08P11SDLM/ref=pd_sim_1?pd_rd_w=MGcxg&pf_rd_p=26fcd55c-310c-45c6-bb35-050fdb5cb066&pf_rd_r=2BXJPZGP930EJ4D465DR&pd_rd_r=f20640e6-271d-4eaa-923e-709153ec7dfe&pd_rd_wg=GiBmV&pd_rd_i=B08P11SDLM&psc=1
https://www.amazon.ca/Changes-Mist-Fictional-Memoir-Petrograd-ebook/dp/B08P11SDLM/ref=pd_sim_1?pd_rd_w=MGcxg&pf_rd_p=26fcd55c-310c-45c6-bb35-050fdb5cb066&pf_rd_r=2BXJPZGP930EJ4D465DR&pd_rd_r=f20640e6-271d-4eaa-923e-709153ec7dfe&pd_rd_wg=GiBmV&pd_rd_i=B08P11SDLM&psc=1
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Influenza scheduleTax implications of working from home
Samara Sinclair
Manager, Communications & Marketing
Prior to the pandemic, Carewest had few, if any employees 
working from home for any significant amount of time.  
The pandemic changed that for a small percentage of 
Carewest staff.  Those of us who have adapted to a degree 
of working from home may be able to claim as a tax 
deduction some of the expenses incurred while doing so.

The CRA form T777 remains available for use as applicable, 
but as a result of the pandemic, two new forms have 
been created by CRA for taxpayers to submit with their 
tax return when claiming working-from-home expenses 
due to COVID-19.  One is called the T777S Statement 
of Employment Expenses For Working at Home due to 
COVID-19 and the other is called the T2200S Declaration 
of Conditions of Employment for Working at Home Due to 
COVID-19. 

To be eligible to claim work-from-home expenses during 
the pandemic, an employee has to have worked from 
home 50% of more for four straight weeks for some 
period in 2020. For staff wishing to claim work-from-home 
expenses for 2020 because of COVID-19, there are two 
methods available through the CRA:

1. The temporary flat rate method allows employees to 
claim up to a maximum of $400 on their tax return. 
Staff who choose to pursue this option do not need a 
T2200S form and are not required to keep documents 
to support their claim. 

2. The detailed calculation method allows employees to 
claim work-from-home expenses over $400. Staff who 
choose to pursue this option will need a completed 
and signed T2200S form and will need to keep 
supporting documents to support their claim.  Human 
Resources will need to review and confirm hours 
worked from home.

3. Forms should be signed by your Manager, a copy of the 
signed form should be sent to Human Resources for 
our records.

For more information on these methods, visit the CRA 
website. You can access the relevant tax forms by clicking 
the links below:
T777S: Statement of Employment Expenses for Working at 
Home due to COVID-19
T2200S: Declaration for Conditions of Employment for 
Working at Home due to COVID-19

Most Carewest employees who worked for some of their 
time at home in 2020 will find claiming with Option 1 will 
suit their needs.  Employees who worked almost solely 
from home may find that Option 2 is better for their needs.  
If claiming through Option 2, here are some of the items 
that can be claimed when working from home due to 
COVID-19 if you are a salaried employee:

• Electricity
• Heat
• Water
• Utilities portion of your condo fees
• Home internet access fees
• Maintenance and minor repair costs of your office 

space
• Rent paid for the place you live (not mortgage)

Some of the items you cannot claim include:

• Mortgage interest or principal payments
• Home Internet connection fees
• Furniture (desk, chair)
• Capital expenses like replacing a window or furnace
• Wall decorations

When claiming work-from-home expenses due to 
COVID-19, you must calculate the percentage your office 
space takes up in your home as well as the number of 
hours worked in that space. You will use these calculations 
to multiply your claims by.

For example, if your home office takes up 20% of your 
home and you worked 50% of your time there, and 
are trying to claim $100 worth of expenses, you would 
multiply $100 by 0.2 (for a total of $20) and then $20 by 
0.5 (for a total of $10).

If you have questions about using these forms on your 
individual tax return or eligible claims, please contact the 
CRA or a tax professional or visit their website.

https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/tax/individuals/topics/about-your-tax-return/tax-return/completing-a-tax-return/deductions-credits-expenses/line-229-other-employment-expenses/work-space-home-expenses/expenses-can-claim.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/tax/individuals/topics/about-your-tax-return/tax-return/completing-a-tax-return/deductions-credits-expenses/line-229-other-employment-expenses/work-space-home-expenses/expenses-can-claim.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/forms-publications/forms/t777s.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/forms-publications/forms/t777s.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/forms-publications/forms/t2200s.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/forms-publications/forms/t2200s.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/tax/individuals/topics/about-your-tax-return/tax-return/completing-a-tax-return/deductions-credits-expenses/line-229-other-employment-expenses/work-space-home-expenses/expenses-can-claim.html
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Hydration during Nutrition Month

March was Nutrition Month and the theme of this year’s 
Nutrition Month was “Good for you! Dietitians help you 
find your healthy”.

This highlights the fact that healthy eating looks different 
for everyone with different cultures, traditions, dietary 
needs and preferences.

Anne Reid, Clinical Dietitian at Carewest Signal Pointe, has 
found a way to bring healthy habits to all the residents and 
staff at the care centre.

In the past year, the issue of proper hydration has become 
an increasingly complex issue as many staff and some 
residents wear masks throughout the day, making it difficult 
to consume as many fluids as before the pandemic.

“I wanted to do something for the residents but the staff 
as well. We’ve all had to be more diligent about hydration. 
We’re not drinking through the day as much as we should 
because we’re masked up during COVID,” says Anne.

“I decided to focus on our hydration carts.”

While the hydration carts carry a variety of drinks, 
including juice and water, Anne found that many of the 
residents chose primarily juice.

Of snack options on the cart, cookies and loaves were the 
most popular. For Nutrition Month, Anne collaborated with 
the care team to try something a little different.

“We thought we’d do lemon water and cucumber to 
encourage them to try something different for Nutrition 
Month,” says Anne.

“We also thought we’d bring in some fruit, some cheese 
and crackers and granola to encourage residents to choose 
healthier snacks and drinks and to see what’s popular 
beyond Nutrition Month.”

The therapy teams are also bringing water to resident 
activities to encourage more hydration. Prizes for activities 
like BINGO might be one cookie instead of two or fruit 
instead of a bag of chips.

Family education is also a big part of this initiative, to 
encourage family members to bring in water bottles with 
flavourings as opposed to pop or juice for their loved ones.

“Not that we want to take the opportunity away because 
we have to get that balance for quality of life. We’re not 
taking things away but just making some changes,” says 
Anne.

For staff, Anne plans to e-mail out tips and resources every 
week during Nutrition Month to encourage healthy eating 
at work, including information about how to read food 
labels, healthy grocery shopping and healthy recipe ideas.

Staff submitted some of their own healthy recipe ideas and 
we are featuring Healthy Eggplant Dish from Cindy Cui, 
below.

Samara Sinclair
Manager, Communications & Marketing

Ingredients: 4 Japanese eggplants, ¼ cup sesame paste, garlic, salt and vinegar
Directions:
• Wash eggplants and cut each into 1-inch slices.
• Put cut eggplants into steamer. Steam for 15 minutes. 
• Chop four cloves of garlic as small as possible. 
• Put chopped garlic into sesame paste and mix with salt, and vinegar, to taste. 
• Remove eggplants from the steamer, pour garlic mixed sesame paste on to the 

steamed eggplants, mix and serve. 
Recipe submitted by Cindy Cui

Healthy 
Eggplant 
Dish

Bernadette Carrera, Recreation Aide at Carewest Signal Pointe, 
hands a glass of orange water to resident Janet Loeppky. 
Hydration carts are offering healthier beverage alternatives to 
celebrate Nutrition Month.                Photo courtesy Anne Reid
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Influenza scheduleCOVID Vaccine Update

COVID Vaccination Selfies

Thank you to all Carewest staff who rolled up their sleeves 
to be vaccinated against COVID-19. Your actions will 
protect our vulnerable residents and clients, your fellow 
colleagues, your family and friends, and the community.

You may have seen Carewest mentioned in an article 
run in the Calgary Herald and Calgary Sun about vaccine 
hesitancy among health care workers, focusing on staff at 
Carewest Dr. Vernon Fanning.

We felt this was an important article to share with staff, 
as it illustrates how the decisions made by staff regarding 
COVID vaccination affect our residents, clients and families. 

The article focuses on one resident and family in particular, 
who had visiting options restricted due to an outbreak of 
the COVID-19 variant of concern at the Fanning. Click here 
to see the article.

Getting vaccinated isn’t just about protecting yourself. It’s 
about protecting your residents and clients. Every time a 
staff member tests positive for COVID-19, the entire site is 
placed on COVID Outbreak and residents or clients could 
be placed on contact/droplet isolation or room quarantine 
for at least two weeks – maybe longer, if there is spread. 

This greatly reduces the quality of life 
for those residents and clients, who 
now have to remain in their rooms, 
have no visitors (or less visitors), not 
go outside, not socialize with each 
other. 

Getting vaccinated isn’t mandatory. But we 
hope this story will encourage those who haven’t yet been 
vaccinated to do so as soon as possible. 

We also hope a random draw with three winners every 
week from April 5 to May 28 for four pints of free gourmet 
ice cream delivered to your door might also act as an 
incentive to be vaccinated. Staff who submit their proof of 
vaccination to EH&S will be automatically entered into the 
draw. If your name is drawn, you will receive a promo code 
to go online and choose four of your favourite flavours.

Check your e-mail, book your appointment and make sure 
you provide proof of vaccination to Carewest Employee 
Health & Safety via inter-office mail, fax at 403-943-8166 or 
e-mail to cal.carewestemployeehealthandsafety@ahs.ca

Thank you for doing what you can to support the health 
and wellness of our residents and clients, for doing what 
you can to protect your own health and wellness and that 
of our community.

Samara Sinclair
Manager, Communications & Marketing

It is a memorable New Year’s Eve when we get the first images of our staff being vaccinated against COVID-19. Thanks to 
Karen Barker, Social Worker at Carewest Dr. Vernon Fanning, for sending in your vaccination selfies – you were the first 
staff member to do so! We were thrilled to usher in 2021 with these important images, marking a turning point in this 
pandemic.                                                                                                                                             Photos courtesy Karen Barker

https://calgaryherald.com/news/local-news/how-is-this-allowed-to-happen-calgary-nursing-home-restricts-visitation-after-staff-contract-covid-19-variant
https://calgaryherald.com/news/local-news/how-is-this-allowed-to-happen-calgary-nursing-home-restricts-visitation-after-staff-contract-covid-19-variant
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Challenging our resiliency: A Case Study
Anna Habermel
Client Service Manager, Day Hospital, Glenmore Park
On March 23, 2020, the Day Hospital program at Glenmore 
Park closed its doors due to the burgeoning pandemic and 
outbreaks on inpatient units. As the doors closed and our 
clients began a long and stressful time of isolation and lack 
of services, our staff also faced immense challenges. 

Questions were aired… “Will I still have a job?” “Where will 
I work?”, “What’s going to happen to me?”, “I don’t think I 
can work anywhere else”, “Am I going to be laid off?”. 

Many staff in Day Hospital have come from private 
practice, have not worked inpatient, or have worked in the 
Day Hospital setting for a very long time. And now they 
were being deployed throughout Carewest. 

“Who would we work with?” “Would we be welcomed 
somewhere else?” “Would someone show us what to do?” 

The team was scattered and the future looked uncertain.

The secretary was redeployed to Southport, psychologist 
and therapy aide to Signal Pointe, with all other staff being 
redeployed to inpatient units at Glenmore Park. 

The therapy assistant went to MSK, the PTs to RCTP, our 
brand new OT to RCTP, our RecT to GMH but they faced 
huge challenges with little time to adjust and process the 
changes. 

None of the staff knew inpatient work, what forms to 
use, how admissions happened, what assessments were 
required, who was who, etc.

But this was actually the start of something that was 
without doubt challenging but was also the beginning of 
new and exciting challenges, the start of a new venture.

The program remained shut until August 17th and even 
with staff being redeployed they were able to remain in 
touch with each other as well as provide interim support 
to our displaced clients.

Our psychologist spent numerous hours on the phone with 
displaced clients, checking on their wellbeing as well as 
providing support and a listening ear. 

Our physios planned equipment needs for when we 
reopened and the team considered how things could be 
done differently in the world of COVID.

Not only did redeployed staff provide excellent care and 
services to clients within other programs at Glenmore 
Park as well as at other sites, we planned how we could 
successfully reopen the Day Hospital Program. Knowing 
that our clients, who had been so abruptly left without 
services, were struggling, we spent a great deal of time 
reimagining the future. We decided to:

• Separate the previously shared gym space (shared with 
an inpatient program) and move equipment into the 
actual Day Hospital space. This meant cleaning out a 
lot of old and unused furniture and equipment.

• Housekeeping was key in helping us move equipment 
and getting things ready to go to surplus supplies.

• We were fortunate to be able to get several plinths 
from the shared gym space, procure another one from 
Boyack, obtain an exercise bike and an arm bike as well 
as one set of stairs and various other equipment.

• All the office spaces were emptied and cleaned and 
now operate as treatment rooms and/or interview 
spaces.

• Staff now share a common work space at the front of 
the program where there are very good sight lines to 
clients in the program.

• Programming was changed from being an all day 
program to a half day program to limit the numbers at 
any given time. Our initial goal was to serve 40 people 
in total, with 10 people attending each session – 3 
groups of 10 who attend twice a week and one group 
of 10 who attends 3 times a week. 

• They attend for 2.5 hours at a time, removing the 
need to provide lunch and allowing greater space for 
physical distancing during programs.

• We utilized a shorter and easier screening process with 
four main questions asked as each client arrives at 
the program. We recognized that clients need to wear 
masks throughout their time at the program and these 
are supplied on arrival.

• We met with Access Calgary to discuss the program 
changes that would impact their services and they 
were willing to make complimentary changes to enable 
clients to attend.

We have been open consistently since August 17th with 
current client numbers at 52 (13 people at each visit). 
Referrals have been consistently high and clients continue 
to benefit hugely from opportunities to improve their 
physical, mental, social, and emotional health.

When I look back of how the team has managed I am filled 
with amazement and gratitude. 
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Leadership opportunities at Carewest

Out of all the upheaval and unknown has come a program 
that is vibrant and alive, that provides connections and 
caring for those it serves. 

But also, there has come a team that is highly functional, 
fully professional, dedicated and caring – a team that not 
only cares for the clients but cares for each other. 

All of these staff, like so many others faced uncertainty 
and experienced fear and anxiety but they held strong, 
remained true to their values and their beliefs, putting 
aside personal concerns and stepped up to meet the 
challenges. 

I think that they may have surprised themselves at their 
ability to cope, their capabilities, their resilience in times of 
stress and change. 

They have come out the other side even stronger and 
more together than ever.

Last week, when vaccines were offered to clients at 
Glenmore Park, there was the possibility of one dose 
being left over. No one in Day Hospital had been called 
for their vaccine and when I offered it to them, first come 
first served, they were so quick to ensure that the oldest 
member of the team could take first advantage of this 
opportunity. 

That is evidence of a team that works together, that 
knows each other, that cares and understands others’ 
perspectives. I am proud, so very proud to lead this team 
and I would like them to know how much I admire and 
respect each of them.

Like so many other things, the Carewest leadership journey 
has been impacted over the past year by the pandemic. 

On the positive side, we’ve seen many examples of 
leadership in action each and every day. 

Carewest staff have made the choice to show leadership 
in their interactions with residents, clients, families and 
co-workers. 

This demonstrates how we can live our values and show up 
not only with our words, but also our actions.

Leadership is a key foundation of any successful 
organization and is an important part our culture. Our 
leadership definition asserts that we are all leaders. 

That means that leadership is really about people working 
together to envision, and achieve, our preferred future. 

Some of our formal leadership activities have been paused 
this past year while we have put all our time and energy 
into responding to COVID-19. 

There are, however, some exciting developments that I 
wanted to share.

First, we are in the process of recruiting our first ever 
Leadership Development Officer. 

This important new role will give full-time focus and energy 
into advancing the action plan that was developed by our 
Carewest Leadership Advisory Council (LAC). 

That plan includes elements such as LEADS training, 
mentorship, succession planning, performance 
engagement, recognition and more. 

Most organizations with almost 3,000 employees would 
have several such roles but we think it’s important to start 
where we can.

And speaking of LAC, we will be reactivating that group 
soon to start working with the new officer. 

We have experienced some natural turnover of our LAC 
membership so I will be putting out a call to all Carewest 
staff to consider their interest in serving on this important 
committee. 

This is a great opportunity to be part of creating our 
leadership future in Carewest. 

When that invitation comes out, please give consideration 
to either your own interest or to the names of some 
colleagues you would like to nominate.

Thank you all for being on this important journey with us.

Dwight Nelson
Chief Operating Officer

Cont’d... Challenging our resiliency
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Samara Sinclair 
Manager, Communications & Marketing

I have a couple of excellent 
therapy assistants who work 

with me so we’re a team to get 
people moving with exercise.

““Employee profile  
Diane Llewellyn
Physical Therapist
Carewest Glenmore Park

Diane Llewellyn has been working as a Physical Therapist 
for over 30 years, the last 2.5 years with Carewest.
  
While her title is Physical Therapist, she understands how 
important the mind is for successful rehabilitation. 
 
She has worked with countless clients over her 30-
year career and knows they do their best once trust is 
established with their therapy team.

She recalls one particular client, a young man who was 
involved in a motorcycle collision. His injuries were very 
severe.  

“He was scared, in so much pain and felt trapped in his 
own body due to his inability to move and weight bear on 
his legs. He felt he was encased in a shell,” says Diane. 

She worked with him one-on-one a couple of times a day 
and slowly, over time, he began to regain his function.

“I remember he came back from an appointment with the 
surgeon who allowed him to start weight bearing on his 
legs for the first time in 8-9 weeks. We went straight to the 
parallel bars and got him up walking. It was difficult, but 
he was thrilled. He wrote a really nice card and said that I 
had set him free from is trapped body, not only his legs but 
his heart and mind. It is those kinds of moments that make 
this profession so special.”

Born and raised in Calgary, Diane moved to Edmonton 
when she was 12 years old. 

It was a friend’s mom who opened her eyes to the 
possibility of a career in physical therapy.  

In 1985, Diane graduated from the University of Alberta 
with a degree in Physiotherapy and started her career 
with a job at Misericordia Hospital in Edmonton and then 
worked at Glenrose Rehabilitation Hospital for a couple of 
years.  

She then took a position with CapitalCare Group – 
Edmonton’s public provider for continuing care services 
– and worked for them for the majority of her career, in 
multiple different setting and programs.  

“During the Klein years, they were looking at establishing 
rehab programs in long-term care settings, which hadn’t 
been done much in Canada. 

The thinking was that it was costing so much money to 
keep patients in acute care and if they were medically 
stable, would it reduce the cost to have them come to a 
long-term care facility for their rehabilitation,” says Diane.

“I was very fortunate to be involved in the initiation of 
such a program as they put a Sub-Acute Orthopedic 
program at Capital Care Grandview in 1995. It did prove to 
be cost effective and has led to many other such programs 
being developed in Alberta.”

She met her husband when she volunteered to instruct for 
a disabled ski program.  

He will tell people it was love at first sight but it took Diane 
a little longer to be convinced. 

Photo courtesy Diane Llewellyn

Continued on Page 11
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Employee profile: Diane Llewellyn 
Continued from Page 10

However, after 35 years of marriage, 3 kids and four 
grandchildren, she says life turned out to be pretty great.

Diane spent most of her career in Edmonton but when 
her husband was transferred to a position in Calgary, she 
decided it was time for a new start.

She was hired at Carewest Sarcee three years ago into a 
casual position and also provided coverage at Carewest 
Dr. Vernon Fanning, Carewest Signal Pointe and Carewest 
Glenmore Park.  She now has a permanent position at 
Glenmore on the MSK program. 

Diane works with a team of therapy professionals to 
assess and treat clients following an acute phase of 
musculoskeletal injuries or who have had bone or joint 
surgical procedures and require care and rehabilitation 
before returning to the community.

“I have a couple of excellent therapy assistants who 
work with me so we’re a team to get people moving with 
exercise. Everyone gets an individual treatment program 
with their own specific goals. It is very busy but very 
rewarding,” says Diane.

“Clients admitted are often very dependent and immobile. 
We are able to restore their independence and mobility. We 
give our clients hope. We have to ensure our clients know 
we won’t give up and we have to instill the confidence that 
they will get better and the ‘fight’ is worth it.”

There is a large mental component to physical therapy 
and Diane works with her team to provide reassurance, 
encouragement and a listening ear to clients, to support 
them in their rehabilitation goals.

“It’s all about not only providing the therapy but helping 
their heart and soul to know they are going to get better. 
You have to build that trust,” says Diane, adding that 
it’s important that the entire therapy team are working 
together in this way.

“It’s about the team. Good communication and a 
willingness to try new things are important, so we get the 
best care and outcomes for our clients.”

Although Diane is at a point in her career where she is 
pondering retirement in the not-too-distant future, she is 
not even close to slowing down.

Physical activity is a very important part of her life and it 
was only nine years ago she completed her first Iron Man 
triathlon (4-km swim, 180-km bike ride and 42-km run).
Her and her husband also enjoy cycling vacations and have 
cycled the islands of Hawaii, parts of the States, in the 
Yukon and Europe (France, Italy and Spain).

“I play piano and am learning guitar. I started playing 
soccer when I turned 40 and played for 15 years and still 
have those solid girlfriends. I love physical activity and feel 
fortunate I can still do so much,” she says.

“I feel so blessed that I have this job. It will likely be my last 
job before I retire. I feel so fortunate that this is my last 
chapter in my career.”

Samara Sinclair 
Manager, Communications & Marketing

As the number of positive COVID-19 cases have steadily 
increased, the demand on health care in Calgary has been 
particularly high.

In order to ensure adequate acute and ICU beds are 
available for COVID-19 patients, AHS is working with 
community partners, like Carewest, to allow for safe and 
expedient transfer of patients out of acute care. 

Carewest has been asked to partner with AHS to create 
more Alternate Level of Care (ALC) capacity to relieve a 
critical pressure currently in Calgary acute care hospitals.

Given the risk assessment, facility evaluation and capacity, 
it was determined that the most appropriate placement 
would be at Carewest Sarcee. 

Carewest Sarcee currently operates a 30-bed ALC unit, and 
has expanded the unit by temporarily converting 15 vacant 
long-term care beds into ALC beds.

ALC  beds are short-stay beds for clients who may no 
longer require the resources of acute or sub-acute care 
but who do require care and support while they await an 
appropriate living option.

The temporary expansion will serve to assist AHS in 
managing challenges with capacity in the Calgary Zone, 
due to the pressures the COVID-19 pandemic has been 
putting on acute care.

“This will allow us to move clients out of acute care into 
a community site as they await placement,” says Dave 
Sawatzky, Director of Operations at Carewest Sarcee.

“This is both beneficial to acute care to utilize those beds 
for patients with more acute needs, as well as the ALC 
clients who will be cared for in a community site that is 
more aligned with their needs.”

Sarcee aids in AHS’ COVID-19 response
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Mike Orman may be a man of few words but the story 
of his exciting and adventurous life could fill an entire 
book.

While his childhood began in a seemingly conventional 
way, as he was born and raised in Calgary, it quickly 
took an unconventional turn with the death of his 
father when Mike was 12 years old.

As an only child, he turned sports, including hockey as 
an outlet and would spend hours in the street outside 
his house and the neighbourhood rinks, losing himself 
in the game.

He quickly began showing an affinity for the sport, 
which would pave his path into the professional hockey 
leagues.

“Back then, nobody wore helmets and nobody had 
teeth. I loved the game and loved winning the most. 
But I spent a lot of time in the penalty boxes,” said 
Mike.

“I was about 19 when I was drafted by Chicago. Later, 
I was picked up by the Long Island Ducks in New York. 
But I didn’t love New York, so I came back to Calgary.”

Once back in Calgary, Mike reunited with his high 
school sweetheart Brenda, and they were married in 
1968.

He began pursuing his interest in horse racing with 
passion and determination.

Mike had purchased his first race horse when he was 
17 years old, named Busy Student, which was the 
beginning of a lifelong passion and career.

As he became more and more successful with training, 
and as Mike’s horses began winning races, he would 
re-invest his winnings into the purchase of more 
horses and began building a name for himself within 
the racing circles.

To supplement this income, Mike was also a Calgary 
firefighter – a job he did for five years.

The couple gave birth to a son in 1968 and adopted 
their daughter in 1974. 

Samara Sinclair 
Manager, Communications & Marketing

Continued on Page 13

During the 1980s, when things got tough in the oil industry, 
it also affected the racing industry and Mike went to Graz, 
Austria for a couple of seasons as a hockey coach.

Mike began feeling the effects of a lagging economy, as people 
didn’t have money to invest in horse racing.

“I went to California to try my luck and within six months, we 
moved down there. We lived there for 25 years and I did really 
well for myself, training horses and advising for people like Alex 
Trebek and Jess Jackson, the founder of Kendall Jackson wine,” 
says Mike.

Not only did Mike go on to successfully train dozens 
of champion racehorses but he also was proficient in 
rehabilitating them after injury and even initiated research 
using stem cell therapy to rehabilitate and heal injured horses.

Photo by Samara Sinclair

Resident profile
Mike Orman
Carewest Sarcee

““ It was one of my biggest 
accomplishments, volunteering 
with the kids at Hull. I did it for 

10 years. 
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Resident profile: Mike Orman 
Continued from Page 12

In 2000, Prince Hamid Bin Salman in Saudi Arabia heard of 
Mike’s success and offered him a position to come train his 
horses full-time in the middle eastern country.

Mike accepted and he and his son Jason flew overseas, 
with Brenda following shortly thereafter.

They lived in a five-bedroom villa in Riyadh for the two 
years, and while Mike and Jason worked with the prince’s 
horses, Brenda taught English to children and learned the 
local culture from their mothers.

“The only way I could go out was on the bus for women, 
to do the shopping, because women couldn’t drive. Other 
than that, I’d have to wait for Mike before I could leave the 
villa,” says Brenda.

Throughout their life together, Mike and Brenda have lived 
in 27 homes around the world.

“We were gypsies our whole life,” said Mike.

After the two years in Saudi Arabia, the couple moved 
back to California and Mike began managing Moody Creek 
Farms (home of famed thoroughbred racehorse Rock 
Hard 10) in Bonsall near San Diego for Ernie Moody – the 
inventor of triple-play poker.

Brenda stayed in Passadena, a couple of hours away, and 
would often meet Mike on the weekends at the ranch or 
for road trips and drives along the coastline in their sporty 
black convertible.

In the limited time off they had together, they would often 
entertain in their home and Mike would treat his guests to 
his renowned barbecue ribs and wings.

A few years later, Mike accepted a Farm Manager position 
at the 720-acre Windfall Farms near Pasa Robles, CA – the 
property formerly owned by Alex Trebek.

“He was a lovely man,” said Mike.

“When we first heard he was ill, we called him. We haven’t 
been able to watch Jeopardy since his passing. It was very 
sad.”

Besides Alex Trebek, the couple rubbed shoulders with 
many other celebrities over the years, including Mel 
Brooks, Vanna White and Dustin Hoffman.

In 2006, Brenda came to Calgary to visit friends and said 
the city felt like home, so she stayed. 

Mike joined her a short time later, and the couple enjoyed 
many years of their retirement in Calgary.

During his retirement, Mike would care for the grounds at 
the Glencoe Club and began volunteering with children at 
Hull Services – a provider of child, youth and family mental 
health services.

Mike’s face lit up as he described his volunteer work at 
Hull – work for which he received an award as Mentor/
Volunteer of the Year in 2013/2014.

“It was one of my biggest accomplishments, volunteering 
with the kids at Hull. I did it for 10 years. I did everything 
with them and mentored them in the hockey program,” 
says Mike.

“It was one of the best things I ever did, a nice way to 
retire and since having my stroke, I’ve been unable to 
continue. It’s one of the things I miss most.”

If you happen to be lucky enough to visit Mike and 
Brenda’s Cedarbrae home, you’ll see amongst the tasteful 
decorations are multitudes of awards, plaques, newspaper 
clippings and trophies that Mike has won over the years, 
include a very impressive bronze racehorse statue after 
Mike and Brenda’s horse Slyly Gifted won the 57th 
Canadian Derby in Edmonton in the summer of 1986.

In 2017, Mike suffered a stroke. While he was able 
to return home after his rehabilitation, life became 
challenging.

“I began falling a lot. I never hurt myself because I was still 
able to fall like an athlete but I was advised I needed to go 
into care for safety reasons,” says Mike.

He moved into Carewest Sarcee in 2019.

Mike still visits his wife in their home, enjoys watching the 
news and sports, visiting with fellow residents in the care 
centre and reliving his unique and exciting life.

Carewest Orientation moved to the Royal 
Hotel. Here, Carewest’s newest RNs Augustina 
Ukatu, Sarcee, and Chinelo Ogbue, Belcher, 
learn about blood glucose monitoring while 
Educator Ryan Falkenberg walks them through 
the process.

Photo by Samara Sinclair

Orientation
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     Feed the Frontline saw hundreds of meals delivered

Grace Fullerton 
Community Engagement and Marketing Advisor

Since the beginning of the pandemic, communities around 
the world have rallied to demonstrate their support of 
frontline health care workers. 

Gratitude for those responding to the challenges of 
COVID-19 in health care has been demonstrated in many 
ways, with the banging of pots and pans on porches, 
hearts and posters in the front windows of homes, or 
kudos on social media. 

Drivers like Manny helped deliver thousands of gratitude 
meals to health care workers, thanks to donor support 
through Feed the Frontline.

Calgary Health Foundation’s donors came together and 
celebrated 21,000 frontline health care workers in the 
Calgary Zone through the Feed the Frontline campaign 
early in 2021. 

Our local health care heroes, including the tenacious, 
compassionate staff in Carewest facilities, were able to 
receive family-sized meals of gratitude. 

We have just surpassed the one year milestone of 
lockdowns in Alberta due to COVID, and the community’s 
gratitude is clearly unwavering. 

Thank you, Carewest staff, for all you have done, and 
continue to do!  

Please visit www.calgaryhealthfoundation.ca to learn 
more.

Do you require one of these three letters?
Often we are required to submit letters to banks, financing 
companies, new employers, potential schools, and more.  
Have you ever wondered what you will need and where to 
get it? It’s a few clicks away.    

Human Resources offers three types of letters that starting 
April 1, are to be requested only through Careweb:

• Letters of Employment, which is a letter typically 
requested when trying to get a loan/mortgage, states 
your name, occupation, FTE, date of hire, biweekly 
hours and rate of pay.  

• Letters of Portability, which is a letter typically 
requested for new employment, to apply to school, 
or out-of-country employment.  This letter includes 
name, occupation, date of hire with Carewest and total 
hours worked for your time at Carewest.  

• Health Premiums Paid letter, which is typically used for 
Income Taxes or to submit a Health Spending Account 
Claim. 

All three letters are available by login into Careweb under 
the Human Resources tab.  First choice in the drop down. 

If you have any issues accessing Careweb please e-mail 
rebecca.mansfield@ahs.ca

Once you are logged into Careweb, you are going to 
need the following information, first and last name, and 
employee number (on pay advice).  

You have the option to have the letter e-mailed to your 
secure AHS e-mail or mailed directly to your home.     
Requests are processed in 24-48 hours. If you don’t receive 
your letter please call Karen Parsley at 403-943-8176 or 
e-mail karen.parsley@ahs.ca 

Drivers like Manny helped deliver thousands of gratitude 
meals to health care workers, thanks to donor support 
through Feed the Frontline. Photo courtesy Grace Fullerton
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Samara Sinclair 
Manager, Communications & Marketing

The COVID-19 Resources page, found under the Corporate 
--> Communications tab, is the gateway to everything 
COVID-19 for Carewest.
On this page, you’ll find everything you need to know 
from an IP&C perspective and from an Education 
Perspective. 
Past issues of staff COVID updates are archived on this 
page.
You’ll find information about continuous masking and 
eye protection as well as links to all the Safe Visiting 
Resources for designated family/support persons and 
other visitors.
And at the bottom of the page, you can link to multiple 
self-care resources.
If you turn your attention to the side of the page, there 
are multiple resources there at your disposal, such as links 
to:
• AHS Outbreak Management Guidelines
• Isolation/Quarantine Guide
• Isolation Hotel information
• Link to the COVID-19 Forms page (which has consent 

for immunization, lab test reqs and cleaning checklists
• Links to screening tools and required posters

There are also resources for employees in the side widget 
area, which as an FAQ Guide for those returning to the 
workplace, general FAQs for Employees with information 
about reporting to work and working from home 
guidelines.
While working from home, make sure to download one of 
the Carewest Zoom backgrounds for those meetings you 
must take from your kitchen table.
And finally, there are links to different websites of 
interest, such as the CDC, Governments of Alberta and 
Canada and Alberta Health Services COVID information.

Did you know you can find links to everything you need about 
COVID-19. What to do if you feel symptoms, how to book a 

COVID test, how to collect your results faster online and how 
to report your results to EH&S. Check the top-right widget 

area of the COVID-19 page for the purple buttons.

Looking for something on Careweb? 
Don't know where to find it? 

Click to enter

COVID-19 Resources section on CarewebFeed the Frontline saw hundreds of meals delivered

CAREWEST WELLNESS Resource CORNER

 

Care about YOUR  health
Mental illness can have a big impact on how we work.
People who experience a mental illness may doubt their 
abilities or appear less confident. They may have a hard 
time concentrating, learning or making decisions. 

It can also have a big impact on relationships. People 
experiencing mental illness may withdraw from others, act 
in unexpected ways or appear less productive than usual.

Mental illnesses are treatable. Early recognition, referrals 
to the right resources (e.g. Employee and Family Assistance 
Plan) and adequate treatment can help people get back on 
the path of recovery and reach their full potential.

The decision to disclose a mental illness to your supervisor 
is a personal choice. If you do disclose, your supervisor 
can help figure out strategies so you can stay at work, for 
example changing the way you complete tasks or changing 
what tasks you do. This is called accommodations and by 
law, workplaces must look at reasonable accommodations 
for anyone experiencing a mental illness.

Disclosure can also lead to stigma or discrimination, even 
though there are laws against it. 

It’s best to think of all options before making a decision.

Decisions around taking time off work are influenced by 
different factors including the nature and severity of the 
illness and how it affects your ability to work. Some people 
benefit from time off and a gradual return to work.

If a co-worker is experiencing a mental illness, here’s how 
you can offer support:

• Ask how you can help – and respect your co-worker’s 
wishes.

• Continue to include your coworker in the workplace’s 
usual activities.

• If your relationship permits, keep in touch with a co-
worker who takes time off.

• If your co-worker returns to work after time off due 
to mental illness, make them feel welcome and 
appreciated.

• Let your co-worker know you’re there to listen without 
judgment.
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Farewell Nicter 
 

Rec Therapy Month 
artwork contest

To celebrate Recreation Therapy month in February, and 
to acknowledge the significance of leisure and recreation 
as integral components of health and well-being, the 
clients on the 1 East, 1 West and 2 South units at Carewest 
Glenmore Park participated in an art contest. The clients 
were asked to draw, sketch, color or paint a picture of the 
words that they have used to keep positive, motivated, and 
hopeful, in the times of the pandemic. Thank you to guest 
judge, Dennis Feria, CSM, for handing out the winning 
ribbons in the categories of Best in Show, Most Creative, 
Most Colorful and Most Meaningful. Thank you to all the 
artists that entered the contest to share their motivational 
words of wisdom during a pandemic.  
 
Pictured is “JJ” Rempel, client on 1 East and the winner of 
the ribbon in the category of Most Meaningful. JJ’s words 
of inspiration were “Life is great if you don’t weaken. So 
keep on trucking”.  

Photo courtesy Lorraine Grover

 

What's happening around Carewest

Carewest Colonel Belcher recreation staff  on the first 
floor received a donation of fanny packs from local 
company Studio Vazquez-Mackay, so they can easily 
carry all cleaning supplies needed to connect residents 
with their loved ones using shared devices.                        

Photo courtesy Carmen Vazquez-Mackay

Thanks to Village Ice Cream who donated ice cream 
to all the staff at Carewest Royal Park. It was a 
delicious treat and very much appreciated.

Photo courtesy Melody Yuen
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Farewell Nicter 
 

Farewell Karen

Art classes for residents at the Belcher

 

What's happening around Carewest

Bright Youth Journey lightens up the holidays

Thanks to the kids from Bright Youth Journey who stopped by Carewest Rouleau Manor to brighten the holidays for our 
residents with artfully created cards. 

Photos courtesy Emily Dukeshire

Residents at Carewest Colonel Belcher have been enjoying painting parties, hosted by the recreation therapy team at the 
care centre. Here, Harvey paints the beginnings of a tree-lined road.

Photo courtesy Carmen Vazquez-Mackay
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CampingingCampiCamping
equipmentequipmentequipmentEquipment5 Years  

Clairtide Chery
Jaisy Clemente

Sarbjit Gill
Abu Giri

Kimberly Gray
Kayla Hughes

Ana Dominique Ignacio
Zulfikar Kurji

Janice LaRocque
Lisa Lysak

Karen Magbanua
Divine Okagbue

Tia-Ashley Pfeifer
Maria Melissa Sahirani

Bobina Samuel
Grace Tasie-Orlu
Michael Wong

Veronica Dungca
Noshaba Mahmood

Shakila Muhire
Myline Sales

Sheril Shivani Gounder
Vilma Tam

Kristin Weisbrod

Gail-Ann Zbryski
Modupe Akinde
Cairo Carbonera
Jackelyn Carson
Sabrina Celarie

Chrizsa Chan
Cristina Corpus
Patricia Darubra
Rupalben Devani
Samrina Elmudir

Cathy Feutio Tezekoue
Randy Fomak-chong

Carla Perpetua Franco
Ashlee Kelly
Monika Kiss

Maricor Lumandas
Sharlene Madarang
Mylene Mamaradlo

Heloise Mariano
Maria Marin Gonzalez

Ololade Olatunji
Sara Pittman
Betty Shino

Melody Yuen
David Sawatzky

February, March and April’s Service Award winners have provided kind and compassionate care 
 and service to Carewest residents and clients for 5, 10 and even up to 40 years.  

Thank you for your service, commitment and dedication!  

20 Years Merle Leibel
Jocelyn Palisoc
Hyacinth Bailey
Sandra Becker

Orientia Beckford

Svitlana Komotska
Debora Hart
Margaret Ho
Julie Lylander

Service Awards 

30 Years 
Florabelle Cortez-cruz

25 Years
Patricia Bushell

Christina Sefton
Florence Bigornia

Anna Habermel
Marcia Richards-Grant

10 Years 
Maria Ditas Arcega

Virginia Caron
Salome Chepleting

Reylina Halili
Liisa Hukkala

Rubina Iasmin
Avani Joshi

Yvonne Kilosho
Abigail Mensah
Colleen Prigge

Teresita Saldarriaga
Veerpal Sidhu
Rachel Wyatt
Hua Amy Xue

Grace Anne Aniban
Vida Ayi

Xiuping Cui

Senait Kelemework
Vilma McQuiston
Hanna Mengistu
Jennifer Mercer

Christine Morash
Herma Turner
Irene Umalos

Iris Wright
Maria Jeanette Belardo

Maria Bertrand
Ravinder Dhaliwal

Aimin Dong
Karin Hurst

Nicasio Iglesia
Natalie Nickel
Sadia Sadeque
Thelma Tanedo

Erin Wright

15 Years 
Patly Jean-Francois
Michael Peterson

Carly Webster
May Wong

Yan Hua Wu
Conrado Almonte
Parminder Bagga
Vincenzo Biondo
Sylvie Sabourin
Alvilda Smith

Kwoan Yu

Ruth Zwolinski
Darren Batke
Dawit Chekol
Jerma Chua
Elma Daro

Bonnie Macdonald
Harpreet Malli

Odia-adele Mulumba
John Peterson
Genet Tafesse
Kristin Yerro

Coffee break 
Samara Sinclair, Manager, Communications & Marketing

Sources: www.armoredpenguin.com & www.sudokuessentials.com

40 Years
Nieves Madriaga Felisa  Soco
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Sudoku
Level: Fiendish

How to play Sudoku
Fill in the game board so that every row and column of 

numbers contains all digits 1 through 9 in any order.  
Every 3 x 3 square of the puzzle must also include 

all digits 1 through 9. 

Annuals
Begonia
Blooms
Crocus

Daffodils
Dahlia

Daisy
Gladiola
Hyacinth

Hydrangea
Iris

Lilacs

Lilies
Peonies

Perennials
Petunias 

Roses
Tulips

Word Search 
Thank goodness it’s Spring

Coffee break 
Samara Sinclair, Manager, Communications & Marketing

Sources: www.armoredpenguin.com & www.sudokuessentials.com

Congratulations to Dorcina Francoise, 
Nursing Attendant, on the 2 East Unit at 
Carewest Glenmore Park for winning the 
gift basket in the site’s Falls Prevention 
Contest. 

The staff were challenged to write on a 
leaf, three things that they do in their 
practice to help prevent falls. 

Many great suggestions were provided by 
the 90 staff members that participated in 
the contest. 

Dorcina’s top three items were: 
1. Call bell within reach 
2. No clutter 
3. Toileting schedule

Thank you to Erin Winkler, Therapies 
Educator, for donating the gift basket for 
the contest. 

The site Falls Prevention Committee 
Members look forward to hosting the 
next fun and educational contest.  

Photo courtesy Lorraine Grover

Lorraine Grover
Recreation Therapist, Glenmore Park

Falls Prevention Contest Winner
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Carewest Colonel Belcher resident Tom accepts a donut from Therapy Aide Nate Gibson after the site received the generous 
donation of donuts from the Vets’ Angels (for the residents) and from The Donut Man in Crossfield (for the staff). Thank you for 
your generosity and for brightening our staff members’ and residents’ day!                                     Photo courtesy Janene Andrews

Now that’s a good donut!


